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Abstract: Dynamic knowledge extraction is one of the critical problems in dynamic 
systems especially in cooperative multiple robot systems (CMRS).The 
knowledge may be fuzzy, because the information from dynamic 
environments is incomplete and uncertain. So it is difficult for traditional 
methods to extract dynamic knowledge effectively. According to the dynamic 
knowledge extraction requirements in CMRS, this paper proposes a novel 
dynamic knowledge extraction method in CMRS on the base of KANG's 
rough set based rules generation method. It has been demonstrated effective in 
our CMRS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In cooperative multiple robot systems (CMRS), dynamic knowledge 
extraction is one of the critical problems in dispatching robots for 
cooperation requirements. The scheduling is conducted by the decision 
making modules distributed in every robot. According to the environment 
information, system states and task aims, the decision making module 
dispatches robots periodically and effectively. However, under different 
dynamic environments, the knowledge about the environments and tasks is 
various. At the instance of decision making, dynamic production rules 
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generation is required for achieving the dynamic knowledge. That is to say, 
dynamic knowledge needs to be extracted. Then the extracted dynamic 
knowledge can be used in the decision making module and the system 
schedule can be conducted. On the other hand, the knowledge of dynamic 
environments may be incomplete or uncertain. So the knowledge may be 
fuzzy and the corresponding inference may be fuzzy reasoning. Above all, it 
needs a new method to extract dynamic knowledge in CMRS. 

Compared with existing methods [6-9], the rough set (RS) theory [1,2] has 
been proved to be a useful mathematical tool for the analysis of vague 
description of objects. In order to analyze vague information and get optimal 
fuzzy production rules, KANG, etc al [3], propose a rules generation method 
on the base of fuzzy sets (FS) [4,5] and RS [1,2]. 

This paper proposes a dynamic knowledge extraction method on the base 
of KANG's RS method. KANG's rules generation method [3] is used to 
generate dynamic knowledge of CMRS from the practical decision data. The 
forms of the extracted dynamic knowledge are certain production rules or 
fuzzy ones 

This paper is organized as the following. In section 2, the preliminary 
notions are quickly reviewed. Section 3 illustrates the decision making 
subsystem in our CMRS. Then in section 4, the rules generation of the 
decision making system is discussed. Finally, the conclusion and future work 
is summarized in section 5. 

2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS OF FS AND RS 

2.1 FS 

In set theory [4], crisp sets are characterized by a Boolean membership 
function: an element x of the universe of discourse L^(say, an interval of real 
numbers) is either a member of the set or it is not. FS [4], [5] are 
characterized by a continuous membership function \Ji {x) which maps x to a 

''membership degree" taking values in the interval [0, 1]. 
Definition 2.1: Let Z7 be a set called universe and let ̂ 4 be a fuzzy subset 

of U. For any member {X) of U, there exists a mapping function: X -^^A(X), 

where XeU and fiA(X) G[0, 1]. fiA(X) is called the member function of A 
and is continuous on the interval [0, 1]. D 

Definition 2.2: For the fuzzy subset^, if ^A(X) e {0, 1}, then the subset is 
a common subset. D 
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Definition 2.3: Let F(U) be the set of all the fuzzy subsets of U and let 
P(U) be the set of all the subsets of U. They satisfies the following 
proposition: F(U) z:)P(U). D 

Definition 2.4: If A^F(U), then ^ is a proper fuzzy set of U and there 
exists a member Xo which satisfies XQGA and //̂ (JCQ) e{0,l}. D 

Definition 2.5: If the number of fuzzy sets in f/ is /w and these fuzzy 
subsets represent as Al, A2, ... and Am, then 

JlAl(X)+ |llA2(X)+...+fXAm(X)=l (1) 

The nature of FS makes it possible to define partially overlapping classes, 
thus making it possible a gradual classification of elements in the universe of 
discourse. By contrast, a model based on crisp sets (intervals) shows abrupt 
changes when the real value falls in the close interval, due to noise. 
Imperfect learning and adaptation may affect the quality of the resulting 
model, and the intrinsic robustness of a fuzzy model plays an important role 
to smooth this effect. 

2.2 RS 

In RS [1], [2], a rough set can be replaced by two precise sets. One is the 
lower approximation, while the other is the upper one. The difference 
between these two approximations is the boundary region (indiscernible 
region) of the rough set. 

Suppose f/ is a non-empty set as a universe (feature space) and R is an 
equivalence relation defined by the input features in J7. According to the 
equivalence relation R, the set U can be partitioned into several basic 
equivalence classes which do not overlap with each other. Suppose e is an 
object of U. Then [e]R represents a set (an equivalence class) consisting of 
all the objects which can not be differentiated by the relation R. For any 
subset Xof Uy the lower approximation R*(X) and the upper approximation 
R*(X) of Xby the relation if are defined by: 

i?*^={eG(;:[e]ReX} (2) 

R'^(x) ={e^U : [eh n X ^ 0 } (3) 

The crisp SQtR*(X) consists of all the objects which surely belong to the set 
X according to the knowledge provided by R. The set R*(?Q is the union of 
all the equivalence classes [e]R whose intersection with the set X is non
empty, that is, R*(X) consists of all objects possibly belonging to the set X 
based on the knowledge given by R. The boundary region of X by Ä is 
defined by: 
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BNR(X)=R*(X) - R*(x) (4) 

If BNR(X) is empty, the set X is crisp by R; otherwise A' is a rough set by R. 
BNR(X) contains all the objects which are not classifiable to the set X based 
on the knowledge given by R in U. The basic concept for lower and upper 
approximations of a rough set is illustrated in Fig. 1 

Figure 1 Lower Approximation and Upper Approximation and Boundary Region of A Rough 
SetX 

2.3 The Rules Generation Method on the Base of FS and 
RS 

On the base of fuzzy set [4, 5] and RS theory, KANG [3] presents a rule 
generation method, which has been discussed in detail in Ref [3]. Its main 
ideas are reviewed in the following. Some necessary concepts are discussed 
beforehand. 

Definition 2.6: The fuzzy equivalence class Ä(k) on the universal U is 
defined as Ä(k)=U/ind*(if), where ind(iif) is the equivalence relation set on 
the universal U. 

Definition 2.7: The fuzzy lower approximation R*(X) is defined as: 
R*(X)={(R,(x),Mx)) I XGU, Rk(x)eX, 1< k <|R(X)|} 

where jiRkCx) is the member function. 
Definition 2.8: The fuzzy upper approximation R*(X) is defined as: 

R*(X)-{(Rk(x),Mx)) I XGU, Rk(x)nX^0, l< k <|R(X)|} 
where |LXRk(x) is the member function. 

On the base of FS and RS theory, the KANG's rules generation method 
is just like the following: 

1) Suppose the discussion object set is U (i=l to m). The conditional 
property set is A (j=l to n). The decision property set is C. 
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2) Decide the member function and language variable (the number of 
fuzzy intervals) of every conditional property. 

3) Depict the member function result figure of the language variable of 
every conditional property. 

4) for i = 1 to m 
forj = 1 ton 

Transform the conditional property values like the following: 

IL ^ 111. ^ ... ^ IL (4) 
^ y i ^ 7 2 ^ ji 

where Rjk is the k̂ ^ fuzzy interval of the conditional property Aj. ^k' is the 
member function value of the object U* on the fuzzy interval Rjk̂  / =| Aj | is 
the number of language variable of the conditional property Aj. 

5) Transform the original data table to the decision table with member 
function values. And calculate the fuzzy equivalence matrix. 

6) for i = 1 to m 
forj = 1 ton 

Set fik'=max(fj/,..., fj/), where 1 < k < / 

Then the new decision table can be got. 
7) Simplify the new decision table using the RS simplifying algorithm, 

then the reduction rules can be got. 
8) The uncertain rule table can be got, which is made up of the 

incompatible decision and the decision conflicted with the incompatible 
decision. 

9) List the equivalence class of conditional properties in the uncertain 
rule table. According to its fuzzy equivalence class, the fuzzy equivalence 
class A' (k) can be got. 

10) Calculate the A ̂  *(k). 
11) Suppose 

Dp = A' *(C) n (U/ind(C)) (5) 

where 1 < p < | A' *(k)|. 
The selection function of Z?/ is defined as the following: 

i ^ ' m i n ( / n D' (6) 

Tff \U find *(C)| 

where 1 < d < \D/\. f^* is the fuzzy interval value of A' (k). |U / ind*(C)| is 
the umber of decision equivalence class of Dp'̂ .̂ 
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12) Select the maximum A' *(C) in F(Dp) as the final decision, where 1 
< p < | A ' *(C)|. 

13) Combine the results in step 7) with those in step 12), the final decision 
rules can be got. 

3. THE DECISION MAKING IN OUR CMRS 

In CMRS, decision making is one of the important parts. However, this 
kind of robot systems always works in dynamic environments. The dynamic 
knowledge can not be summarized accurately beforehand. Usually it is fuzzy, 
incomplete or uncertain. What's more, decision making rules in dynamic 
environments stem from practical data in dynamic states. In order to 
generate the decision making rules from pracfices, the FS and RS based rules 
generation method [20] is used to get decision rules. 

Our cooperative multiple robot system is a kind of distributed cooperative 
multiple robot system. It has a two-level system structure in every robot sub
system. The higher level is decision making layer. The lower level is control 
layer. According to the robot work state, velocity, movement direction and 
aim distance, decisions of every robot are made respectively, when a new 
task needs to be performed. 

4. RULES GENERATION IN OUR CMRS 

In decision making sub-system of CMRS, the form of dynamic 
knowledge represents as production rules. In order to generate decision 
making rules, a set of practical decision data have been got, which is shown 
in Table. 1. In Table. 1, Y means that the object will be scheduled to perform 
the task. W means that it will be regarded as an alternate. N means that it 
will not be scheduled. Then KANG's rules generation method [20] can be 
used. 

Table 1. Data for Objects 
Object Velocity(VE:in/s) 

1 0.5 
2 2 
3 1 
4 2 
5 0.5 

Direction Angle(DA: 
Degree) 
30 
110 
100 
80 
45 

Aim 
Distance(AD:m) 
1 
3 
2 
2 
3 

Perform(PE) 

Y 
N 
Y 
N 
N 

90 2 W 
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1) From the object data, it is clear that VE, DA and AD are the condition 
properties set^, while PE is the decision property set C. 
2) The number of selected fuzzy interval of VE, DA and AD is 3. They are 

represented as L (low-level), M (middle-level) and H (high-level). 
3) The member function for VE, DA and AD is the same, which is the 

triangle function depicted in Fig.2. 

Figure 2. Member Function 

4) According to the member function, the properties can be transformed 
into the following form in Table.2. 

Table 2. Data Transformed From Member Functions 
Object 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

VE 
0.5/L+0.5/M 
1/H 
1/M 
1/H 
0.5/L+0.5/M 

DA 
0.67/L+0.33/M 
0.67/M+0.33/H 
0.78/M+0.22/H 
.11/L+0.89/M 
0.5/L+0.5/M 

AD 
0.5/L+0.5/M 
0.5/M+0.5/H 
1/M 
1/M 
0.5/M+0.5/H 

PE 
Y 
N 
Y 
N 
N 

6 1/M 1/M 1/M W 
5) The fuzzy equivalence class matrix can be got from Table.2. It is listed 

in Table.3. 

Table 3. The Fuzzy Equivalence Class Matrix 
(L,L) 

L (1) 
M (1) 

(L,M) (L,H) 

(5) 
(5) 

(M,L) 

(1) 
(1) 

(M,M) (M,H) (H,L) 
(5) 

(1,3) (5) 

(H,M) (H,H) 

(3) 
H (4) (2,4) (2) (3) (2) 

6) The decision table (Table. 4) can be got from Table.2 on the base of the 
former algorithm. 

Table 4. Decision Table 
Object VE 
1 L(or M) 
2 H 
3 M 
4 H 

DA 
L (or M) 
M(or H) 
M (or H) 
L(or M) 

AD 
L(or M) 
M(or H) 
M 
M 

PE 
Y 
N 
Y 
N 

L(or M) L(or M) M(or H) N 
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Object VE DA AD PE 
6 M M M W 

Simplify the Table.4 and the certain rules can be got. 
Rule 1: IF (VE=H) and (DA=M) and (AD=M) THEN N 
Rule 2: IF (VE-H) and (DA=M) and (AD=H) THEN N 
Rule 3: IF (VE=L) and (DA=L) and (AD-L) TEHN Y 
Rule 4: IF (VE=L) and (DA=L) and (AD=M) TEHN Y 
Rule 5: IF (VE-M) and (DA=L) and (AD=L) TEHN Y 
Rule 6: IF (VE=M) and (DA=L) and (AD=M) TEHN Y 
8) According to the results of step 7), the uncertain decision table (in 

Table.5.) can be got. 

Table 5. Uncertain Decision Table 
Object VE 
1 M 
3 M 

DA 
M 
M 

AD 
M 
M 

PE 
Y 
Y 

6 M M M W 

9) The property equivalence class: K={(M,M,M)} 
The fuzzy equivalence class: A'(K)={(1,3,6)} 

10) U/ind(C)={(l,3),(2,4,5),(6)} 
A'(C)= {(1,3,6)} 

11) From the formula in KANG's method, the following results can be got. 
D,={(1,3),(6)} ; F(D,')=0.18; V{W)=OM. 

So the uncertain rules can be got. 
Rule 7: IF (VE=M) and (DA=M) and (AD=M) THEN Y (CF=0.18) 
Rule 8: IF (VE=M) and (DA=M) and (AD=M) THEN W (CF=0.17) 

12) From the results of Step 7) and 11), the rule set of our decision system 
can be got. 

Rule 1: IF (VE=H) and (DA=M) and (AD=M) THEN N (CF=1) 
Rule 2: IF (VE=H) and (DA=M) and (AD=H) THEN N (CF=1) 
Rule 3: IF (VE=L) and (DA=L) and (AD=L) TEHN Y (CF= 1) 
Rule 4: IF (VE=L) and (DA=L) and (AD=M) TEHN Y (CF=1) 
Rule 5: IF (VE=M) and (DA=L) and (AD=L) TEHN Y (CF=1) 
Rule 6: IF (VE=M) and (DA=L) and (AD=M) TEHN Y (CF=1) 
Rule 7: IF (VE=M) and (DA=M) and (AD=M) THEN Y (CF=0.18) 
Rule 8: IF (VE=M) and (DA=M) and (AD=M) THEN W (CF=0.17) 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Dynamic knowledge and uncertain rules are usual phenomena in dynamic 
systems, especially in cooperative muhiple robot systems. So, dynamic 
knowledge extraction is the critical problems to be solved in the modeling 
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and analysis of dynamic systems. This paper presents a novel method on the 
base of KANG's rules generation method [4] to extract dynamic knowledge 
in our CMRS. The validity of this method has been demonstrated by using it 
in our cooperative multiple robot system. 

In the future, a combined method of extraction, representation and 
inference method in CMRS will be studied deeply, because the aim of 
dynamic knowledge is to reason and get the results. Recently, adaptive fuzzy 
Petri net [10] has been presented. It may be a feasible way to reach our goal. 
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